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Organic photovoltaic devices have been subject of research in the last decade due to their 

promising advantages as a new renewable and environmental friendly source of energy [1]. 

Recently we reported a good result for a device based on fluorene and bithiophene copolymer 

achieving a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 2.8% [2]. Motivated by this result we 

studied the behavior of a fluorene and terthiophene copolymer in bilayer photovoltaic device. 

The device performance is shown in table 1. Density functional theory analysis was used to 

identify the most stable configurations of the terthiophene moieties in the polymer: the most 

stable form has the thiophene rings in the alternate configuration (anti) and the second most 

stable conformation has the thiophene rings pointing to the same direction (syn). Comparing 

theoretical results with measurements of absorbance, X-ray diffraction, and X-ray 

reflectometry experiments, we conclude that the annealing treatment produces conformational 

anti to syn transition along the backbone of poly[9,9 0 -n-dihexyl-2,7-fluorene-alt-2,5-

terthiophene] (LaPPS45). The syn segments of the chain condensed then in a lamellar ordered 

structure which increases the degree of crystallinity of the annealed samples and improve the 

light harvest at long wavelengths. From absorption measurements of films submitted to 

different annealing temperatures and with the help of theoretical calculations we propose a 

‘‘wave-like’’ aggregation pattern to the syn segments in those lamellas. 

 

Table 1 – Characteristics of the bilayer solar cell. 

Active layer thickness  Jsc(mA/cm
2
) Voc(V) 

 

FF(%) 

 

(%) 

24±3 As-cast 3.90 0.65 61 1.60 

23±3 Annealed  6.80 0.68 50 2.33 
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